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Applying Constructivist Principles in Reading
Recovery Professional Development Classes:
Insights from Seven Hundred Teacher Leaders
CAROL A. LYONS

LEADER TRAINER

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Teacher leaders know that in order to assist RR teachers in
becoming more effective, they must help
teachers develop conceptual and practical

knowledge about how children become literate.
The most efficient and effective way to accomplish
this goal is to guide teachers' conversations "on-
the-run" while they observe and analyze
teacher/student interactions in weekly demonstra-
tion lessons. This is true in part because language
is the most powerful tool available to the teacher
leader; however, it does not transfer meaning or
concepts. Language enables the teacher leader to
orient the teachers' conceptual construction by
precluding certain pathways of thinking and mak-
ing others more likely.

The theory of constructivism (Fosnot, 1996)

must create opportunities for teacher leaders to construct
meaning that will inform and enhance their work with RR
teachers. Translating this knowledge into practice, however, is
the hard part. In response to teacher leaders' requests to help

them become more expert at leading RR lessons
behind the glass, a major strand of the 1996

has critical implications for the development of
such knowledge about how children learn literacy skills. A fun-
damental principle inherent in constructivist philosophy is
that learning is a constructive activity that individuals must
perform. From this point of view, the task of the teacher leader
is not to dispense knowledge, but rather to provide opportuni-
ties for teachers to construct it. Similarly, the university train-
ers' task is to facilitate and assist the construction of teacher
leaders' knowledge about how adults learn rather than explicit-
ly providing information. In order to do this, university trainers

Principles &Learning

Prirtciple:#1:LeaMing:is an active rather than a passive process: In
Oidei th:thigaga adults in the process, they need to be involved
in:a.sharea experience,that becomes a catalyst for discussion.

Prirtoiple #2f..Learniriiis by nature a social process and More likely
to occur whert indiViduals.share ideas, inquire, and.problem-
solvelogether

.. . .

Principle i#3: Learners:must have coportunities to make sense of.
new and/or expanded knowledce and create meaning for.them-
selves based cn individual anc snared experiences..

Principle FA: In order to make. it easy for teachers to learn. they
must actively participate in contextualiy meaningful shared expe-
riences:

Principle 45: In order to generalize anc apply new learning to other
contexts. individuals need many occortunities to search tor pat-
terns. raise questions. identify or:clams. state them in cornore-
ensive terms, and consider a:tem:ayes.

Teacher Leader Institute was conceptualized and
developed to introduce them to the principles
and applications of constructivist theory. The
series of activities in which teacher leaders
engaged during the session "Making It Easy for
Reading Recovery Teachers to Learn: A
Constructivist Approach" were designed to
begin the process toward understanding. The
results of teacher leaders' work are reported in
'this article which is organized according to the
five principles of learning, adapted from Bayer
(1990), that provided the framework for the ses-
sion. These are listed in Table 1.

Constructing An Understanding of Leadership
Teacher leaders individually and then collectively wrote def-

initions of "leaders" and "leadership". Careful examination of
responses revealed that teacher leaders captured the heart of
the constructivist nature of leadership, including ideas that the
majority of "experts" influencing the practice of leadership in
education did not discern. In an extensive analysis of influen-
tial writers from 1900--1990, Rost (1991) found a conception
of leadership that suggested good management "...leadership is
great men and women with certain preferred traits influencing
followers to do what the leaders wish in order to achieve
group/organizational goals that reflect excellence defined as
some kind of higher-level effectiveness." (p. 180).

An analysis of teacher leaders' definitions of leadership
revealed an understanding that leadership is not hierarchical as
the experts' definition implies, but rather is reciprocal in
nature. Many teacher leaders defined leadership as a reciprocal
process that enabled participants to construct meanings that
led a group toward a common purpose. Leaders were individu-
als who facilitated, assisted, guided, supported, modeled,
encouraged, and extended individual's prior knowledge in order
to help him or her acquire new and/or expanded understand-
ings.

Teacher leaders' understanding of the Vygotskian notion of
the "zone of proximal development" may have influenced how
they defined "leaders" and "leadership". In any case, the differ-
ence between "experts" and teacher leaders may shed some
light on why some of us are having a difficult time implement-

continued on next page
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ing Reading Recovery in a school district. We are operating in
an industrial leadership paradigm, which is hierarchical, indi-
vidualistic, reductionistic, linear, and mechanical; ideas which
are worlds apart from the ideas of constructivist leadership and
the needs of today's schools and society (Lambert, Walker,
Zimmerman, Cooper, Lambert, Gardner, & Slack, 1995).

Analyzing and Interpreting a Shared Experience
The five principles of learning were then related to a very

personal and meaningful shared experience; that is, leading
behind the two-way glass. After'thinking about and discussing
effective and not effective experiences while leading behind
the glass, teacher leaders identified characteristics of positive
and not positive demonstration lessons in which they had
engaged. The most frequently mentioned teacher leader
actions that resulted in positive behind the glass lessons follow:

Asking questions that helped teachers describe in specific
words students' verbal and nonverbal behaviors.
Listening carefully to teachers' responses and providing
opportunities for others to extend, challenge, redirect, or
support responses.
Adjusting questions and comments based on teacher
response via scaffolding and collaborative discussion.
Connecting teacher's responses to form chains of reason-
ing among group members.
Accepting varied and multiple responses to solve a problem.
Using tentative language to ask questions and probe for
clarification.
Staying focused on the teaching/learning evidence
revealed through student and teacher behaviors to support
conversation and reasoning.
Knowing when to stay out of the discussion because teach-
ers are challenging and scaffolding each other, and when
to redirect teachers' talk.
Providing prompts and asking questions that lead to con-
cept development and theoretical understandings.
Asking questions to check for theoretical and conceptual
understanding.
Keeping discussion at the processing level.
Connecting new learning and information to prior learn-
ing in meaningful contexts.
Valuing quiet time for sensitive observation.
Asking inclusive and "why" questions so that teachers pro-
vide a rationale for their response.
Intervening when teachers drift or get off task.
Taking a process check; redirecting and clearing up confu-
sions that may arise while viewing the lessons.
Tying up and bringing closure to the behind-the glass dis-
cussion.

Reducing talk and support as teachers' comments improve
and they become more self-regulated.

Close examination of the characteristics of the learning
environment and teacher leader--teacher interactions during
behind-the-glass demonstration lessons that were not positive
were in direct contrast to most of the teacher leader actions
mentioned above.

Constructing a Plan of Action
Constructivism is a theory about knowledge and learning.

Those who support this theory believe that knowledge is con-
structed in the process of reflection, inquiry, and action, by
learners themselves. Constructivists insist that ideas, principles,
and theories are not immutable and purport instead that indi-
vidual's energies be spent in conversation, reflection, and

continued on next page

Teacher Leaders':Plarrof.ACtiorC:-..:,

When leadingbehind.the:ilass,iiiiptenienT'e -

teen reacher leader actions: that

effective:demonStratiorileiSOnA'i::E::

PstencalrefiillytO What teard444e.:.
.beconeVerY aware Of.and:iiinsiti44q
:leaming...therebymaking.itiafe:: ie-iiehers:to

:Engage in aself-evalUation:Idenn keachersiwharnay

need additional supportr:deVelca:.plakiliaiiia.i..:',.:
make it "easier" foi the
your plan; and evaluate your :SieCtiveness:..;:.,,;::':

4. Incorporate the five principlei.011earningMentioned
throughout this article in your work RR

teachers and teachers in traiiiint:;...-

5. Encourage approximations:....valUe. foster, ancLUSe them

to assist teachers in gainingaditiOnal insights and
...

knowledge.

6. Maintain high expectations of teachers and children:
and trust the process.

7. Early on, encourage challenges and see:them oppor-... aS

tunities for everyone to learn.

S. RecognCe varying levels of: understanding among tea. Chers;

honor, acknowledge and value what they'lio, and devel-
op a variety of ways to help every teacher gainnew knowl-

edge.
9. Develop techniques to enhance social learning. For exam-

ple. share in small groups before whole group sharing;
beein with a BUZZ: think-pair-share: stare reasons to sup-
port a decision and reasons to chance a decision observed
within the lesson; do the same process of takin opposite
sides on any particular issue of interest.

C. Create a community of :earners of which the teacher

leader is a member.
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debate that leads to a plan of action for improving one's life
work. This perspective suggests that, rather than dispensing a
list of activities or actions to use to improve their work with
teachers, specifically when leading behind the glass, teacher
leaders themselves need to be immersed in an environment
where they are questioning, investigating, debating, and com-
ing to some consensus about effective practices. They need to
be part of a community of learners that actively works with
others in order to develop action plans to improve their prac-
tice. Toward this end, small groups of teacher leaders devel-
oped the action plan on page 7 to initiate in 1996-1997.

Conclusion
On behalf of the U.S. university trainers, I would like to

thank the teacher leaders who dialogued, debated, shared, and
thought hard about their own and others' teaching and learning.
As we progress toward the twenty-first century, we will begin to

converge with a powerful group of professionals that began with
Dewey, Bruner, Piaget, Luria, and Vygotsky and to join with pro-
fessionals who bring new understandings of learning and the
composition and functions of the brain to form the theory of
constructivist learning. We must remember, however, that learn-
ing must be seen as temporary, developmental, and nonobjec-
tive, so the ideas in this article will be revised, revisited,
renewed, and perhaps rewritten in the future.
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